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Introduction: Rhodnius domesticus is a kissing bug with known occurrence

around the Atlantic coast of South America and is considered to be the only

endemic species of the Atlantic Forest for the Rhodniini tribe. In this study, we

aimed to indicate the species trends in possible distribution in the current and

paleoclimate scenarios from the last glacial maximum (LGM).

Methods: We revised R. domesticus distribution information and created

ecological niche models (ENMs) between the current time and Pleistocene

end scenarios for the study regions. Models were built and validated using

Maxent, KUENM, and ENMeval packages in R and ArcMap. We considered the

models’ uncertainty when calculating the average model variance and using

mobility-oriented parity (MOP) analyses to indicate extrapolation risk areas in

transfer scenarios.

Results: We found 44 di�erent geographical species records, and our current

time models indicate suitable areas in coastal regions of the Atlantic and

surrounding locations in higher and lower latitudes. Paleoclimate models

indicate general suitability in coastal regions and change in suitability in the

interior region through time.

Discussion: Our revision and ENMs indicate two main points: Despite the

fact that R. domesticus records are spatial and time concentrated in some

coastal regions of the Atlantic Forest, species could have a broader distribution

area, including regions outside the biome delimitations in northeast and

southwest areas of South America. Paleodistribution models indicate species

broader distribution in Atlantic Forest-related areas in LGM and northern

interior regions of South America from late Pleistocene to the current times.

In glaciation scenarios, continental shelf distribution was relevant and species’

di�erent connectivity routes with other biomes may be developed after LGM.

KEYWORDS

Anthropocene, Atlantic Forest and Amazon connection, Atlantis Forest Hypothesis,

ecological niche model, kissing bugs, last glacial maximum, paleoclimate, Rhodnius
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Introduction

The triatomines, also known as Kissing Bugs, are mainly

neotropical insects of the Triatominae subfamily (Monteiro

et al., 2018). The group is well known to be the vector related

to Chagas disease, and since this epidemiological discovery by

Chagas (1909), advances in clarifying the group taxonomy (e.g.,

Lent and Wygodzinsky, 1979; Galvão et al., 2003), ecology (e.g.,

Forattini et al., 1978; Abad-Franch et al., 2015), and evolution

(e.g., Abad-Franch et al., 2009; de Paula et al., 2021) were made

by researchers.

One strategic epidemiological knowledge is on the species

distribution. For this reason, fieldwork is constantly being

carried out for the group (e.g., Silveira et al., 1984; Leite et al.,

2011; Mendes-Sousa et al., 2020), and ecological niche models

(ENMs) approaches, which indicate areas of suitable conditions

based on abiotic factors, are also being developed in more recent

years (e.g., Gurgel-Gonçalves and Cuba, 2009; Gurgel-Gonçalves

et al., 2012; Bender et al., 2020; de Paula et al., 2021). Works

on the compilation of species register also provide an extensive

database on the triatomine distribution (Ceccarelli et al., 2018,

2022).

Despite the great effort bestowed in conducting studies

on Kissing Bugs, many sylvatic species still have gaps

related to their ecological traits (Noireau et al., 2005).

That is the case of Rhodnius domesticus (Neiva and Pinto,

1923) (Hemiptera:Reduviidae:Triatominae), which also presents

scarce sampling in some areas of its distribution (e.g. Mendes-

Sousa et al., 2020; Corrêa-do-Nascimento et al., 2021) and has

taxonomic incongruencies (e.g., Lent, 1942; Galvão and Gurgel-

Gonçalves, 2014).

Rhodnius domesticus belongs to the Rhodniini tribe and has

been considered the only endemic species of the Atlantic Forest

for the group (Abad-Franch et al., 2009; Gurgel-Gonçalves et al.,

2012). Evolutionary studies also indicated that the R. domesticus

speciation event is one of the oldest in the tribe (Abad-Franch

et al., 2009; de Paula et al., 2021). Other studies indicate its sister

species to be Rhodnius neivai (Justi et al., 2016), which occurs

in the northernmost areas of South America (Galvão et al.,

2003). The distant distribution from the evolution groups and its

early speciation event may be related to widely spread ancestor

distribution or large dispersion history. Therefore, in addition

to the general epidemiological importance of the species, R.

domesticus paleodistribution could help understand ancestral

patterns of distribution in Rhodniini evolution.

Paleodistribution studies for Atlantic Forest species are

crucial for understanding the biogeographical history of biomes.

A model using species with distinct distribution within the

biome and theoretical delimitations indicates different patterns

in geographical suitability and distinct trends related to

biogeographical events, as a connection to the Amazon and

distribution in paleoenvironmental scenarios (e.g., Carnaval

and Moritz, 2008; Carnaval et al., 2009; Leite et al., 2016;

Ledo and Colli, 2017). We trust that single-species distribution

models can indicate rich insights into the diversity of

biogeographical histories that compose the biomes.

This study explores the possible distribution areas of R.

domesticus from the Pleistocene end to current environmental

conditions. We revised species distribution information and

created transferred ENMs for time and spatial scenarios of

interest to reach this goal. Using this approach, we advanced

the discussion on distribution uncertainties, challenged species

endemism in Atlantic Forest, and indicated new areas for

sample investigation. In paleoclimate models, we show relation

to species distribution on the continental shelf, propose a history

of colonization and in the northeast areas, discuss a possible

Amazon connection, and hypothesize niche conservationism

from the Amazonian ancestral. We also proposed a new

approach to deal with consensus for several time scenarios.

Materials and methods

Species and study area

Rhodnius domesticus (Neiva and Pinto, 1923),

Hemiptera:Reduviidae, is a kissing bug that, despite the

specific epithet, is considered to have sylvatic habits (Lent, 1942)

and records related to the Atlantic Forest (e.g., Abad-Franch

et al., 2009; Gurgel-Gonçalves et al., 2012). We conducted the

study in the Neotropics and near surrounding areas, comprising

the region with species records and other possible areas of

occurrence. A rectangle delimitated the study region with

latitudes near 33 and−60 and longitude of −122 and−25

degrees (Figure 1A).

Rhodnius domesticus occurrence
information

Rhodnius domesticus occurrence information was accessed

first by the revision of extensive literature. We consulted the

literature database Web BibTri V3.0 (2022) and libraries to

access the oldest literature. Later, a significant amount of

register for the state of São Paulo (SP) was also provided

by the Superintendence for Endemic diseases Control of the

São Paulo State Department of Health (Superintendência de

Controle de Endemias da Secretaria de Estado da Saúde de

São Paulo – SUCEN). After gathering species occurrence data,

we georeferenced the records for the production of ENMs

by the centroid of geopolitical administrations (municipalities

or localities) using GADM V.3.6 and ArcMap V.10.8 (ESRI,

2011). For the registers in Santa Teresa (Corrêa-do-Nascimento

et al., 2021) and Açucena (Ferreira et al., 2014), the geographic

coordinate was provided in the article and by map base

georeferencing, respectively. DataTri (Ceccarelli et al., 2018) was
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FIGURE 1

Spatial data and Ecological Niche models (ENMs) results for Rhodnius domesticus. (A) Study area delimitation project using WGS 1984 datum

and coordinate system. (B) Map of R. domesticus known distribution. Red dots represent species records; the green area represents the Brazilian

(Continued)
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FIGURE 1 (Continued)

Atlantic Forest; black lines represent macrogeopolitical divisions, and gray lines state delimitations. Macrogeopolitical areas are indicated by

names and states by their initials: South Region – states of Paraná (PR) and Santa Catarina (SC); Southeast Region, states of São Paulo (SP), Rio

de Janeiro (RJ), Espiríto Santo (ES), and Minas Gerais; Northeast Region – states of Bahia (BA), Piauí (PI), and Maranhão (MA). (C) Average

Ecological Niche Model (ENM) for the calibration area. Environmental Suitability ranges from 0 to 1, values are represented by increasing colder

to warmer colors. (D) Standard Deviation model of the calibration area ENM. Values range from 0 to 0.31, increasing from colder to warmer

colors. Values are represented by increasing colder to warmer colors. (E) Binary map of occurrence. Light gray areas represent consensus

unsuitability, and darker colors represent increasing suitability between source models [Models (A–C)].

also consulted to certify that there was nomissing register, but no

further data were added to our analyses.

Ecological Niche Models (ENMs)

The ENMs were built in the calibration area, assuming to

be accessible geographically for the species, and later transfer to

further regions of interest that may possess new environmental

conditions, regions M and G in the Biotic interactions,

Abiotic conditions, andMovement (BAM) diagram, respectively

(Soberon and Nakamura, 2009; Cobos et al., 2019a,b). We

produced the ENMs using Maxent version 3.4 in R (Phillips

et al., 2021; R Core Team, 2021) for calibration areas and transfer

in different geographical and chronological scenarios. We used

the KUENM package that works with a combination of variables

andMaxent parameters inmodel selection and provides the base

code for transfer and extrapolation risk analyses (For detailed

information on the KUENM approach see Cobos et al., 2019a,b).

To evaluate the model’s settings further, we used different spatial

approaches in data partitions using ENMeval V.2.0.3 (Kass et al.,

2021).

Environmental data

We obtained all the environmental data from the

Paleoclim.org database (Brown et al., 2018). For the

current time, we used a dataset between 1979 and 2013

from Climatologies at high resolution for the Earth’s land

surface areas (CHELSA) (Karger et al., 2017; Karger – Dryad

Digital Repository). We used the following paleoclimate

layers for models of the neotropics and surrounding regions

in different time periods: CHELSA’s Last Glacial Maximum

(LGM), 21 thousands of years ago (kyr) (Karger et al., 2021);

Heinrich Stadial 1, 17.0–14.7 kyr; Bølling-Allerød, 14.7–12.9

kyr; Younger Dryas Stadial, 12.9–11.7 kyr; early-Holocene,

Greenlandian, 11.7–8.326 kyr; mid-Holocene, Northgrippian,

8.326–4.2 kyr; and late-Holocene, Meghalayan, 4.2–0.3 kyr

(Fordham et al., 2017). We used the spatial resolution of 5 arc

minutes; a coarser resolution was chosen from the available

data to better fit the spatial bias from centroid georeferenced

geopolitical administrations.

We worked with 17 out of the 19 most common bioclimatic

environmental layers for ENMs. Bio 8, 9, 18, and 19 were

appointed to possess spatial artifacts in other modeling studies

(e.g., Escobar et al., 2014; Samy et al., 2016; Raghavan et al.,

2019; Hosni et al., 2020). We observed that bio 18 and

19 possess abrupt changes in their variation, creating odd

shapes in spatial distribution, so they were excluded from

the modeling process. However, for bio 8 and 9, the same

spatial pattern was not clear, and they were maintained in our

analyses (see Supplementary material 1 for variable names and

spatial distribution).

ENMs choice of predictable variables,
parameters and evaluation

In model building, we first defined the calibration area by

five decimal degree buffer around all occurrences registered for

the species, as previously applied in ENMs for kissing bugs

(Bender et al., 2020). Then, a thorough approach made to

the analysis of variables’ combination and Maxent parameters

was also applied to the choice of ENMs. To deal with the

tremendous computational demand, we divided the analyses

into two steps: the first being the choice of environmental

variables and prelaminar models’ parameters and the second

being the exploration on further regularization multipliers

(RMs) (Cobos et al., 2019a,b).

In the first step, we create several candidate models using

the combination of different sets of environmental variables,

five RMs (0.1, 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5), and seven feature classes based

on a single feature or including more than one feature for

each variable: linear (L); quadratic (Q); product (P); linear and

quadratic (LQ); linear and product (LP); quadratic and product

(QP); linear, quadratic, and product (LQP). The environmental

sets were produced from the combination of three variables from

the 17 previously defined and posterior exclusion of sets that had

highly correlated variables (|r| > 0.8). We applied this strategy

to deal with collinearity between predictors (Dormanm et al.,

2013).

Theoretical works indicate that Maxent’s claim to take

advantage of the existing collinearity in finding the best

parameters seems robust (De Marco and Nóbrega, 2018; Feng

et al., 2019). However, excluding highly correlated variables

serves as a way to decrease the number of combinations and

consequentially processing time (Altamiranda-Saavedra et al.,

2020). We trust that it would also allow different responses from

collinear variables to be considered in transfer scenarios if found

to be equally good in model calibration.
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We obtained the predictor variables’ correlation using the

SDM toolbox (Brown, 2014) in ArcMap V.10.8 (ESRI, 2011).

We performed data cleaning using the spThin package in R

(Aiello-Lammens et al., 2015) by applying a 10Km buffer to

remove duplicate locality registers and decrease spatial clusters

in occurrence data. We evaluated the candidate models by using

statistical significance based on the partial receiver operating

characteristic curve (ROC) (with 500 iterations and 50% of data

for bootstrapping), omission rate below the 20% threshold, and

AICc criteria. In addition, we accepted high omission rates of

20% due to occurrence data including specific amounts of error

(Peterson et al., 2007).

In the second step, we considered the chosen environmental

sets of the first step, the same feature classes, and evaluation

criteria. The chosen RMs of the first step were applied with

an addition of possible five new values under and above their

range using a 0.1 interval. To further evaluate models’ settings,

we used three spatial partition types and area under the curve

(AUC) values of the complete ROC curve for each chosen

model with background points for the entire pixel length of

the calibration area: 100 replicates of random k-fold validation

with four partitions (K = 4), latitudinal and longitudinal blocks

oriented, and longitudinal and latitudinal blocks oriented.

We obtained the final ENM by using all occurrence data

points (e.g., Del Carro et al., 2020) after spatial thinning and

background data points were equal to the pixel length of the

study calibration area. Average and standard deviation models

were built in the ArcMap raster calculator using the best models

of step 2 with different environmental sets. Average AUC values

fromMaxent output were also calculated for the final models.

ENMs transfer and extrapolation risk
analyses

Transfer models were built, allowing free extrapolation,

and mobility-oriented parity (MOP) analyses (Owens et al.,

2013) were applied to identify extrapolation risk areas in the

geographical space using 5% of M reference points. The strategy

follows the recommendation indicating model uncertainty due

to environmental novelty (Feng et al., 2019). Final average and

standard deviation models were drawn up as the calibration

models. Regions of strict extrapolation were embodied in the

maps from each set of chosen environmental variables, and

the areas were overlapped on the top of the models using

ArcMap V.10.8.

Binary ENMs

Three binary models were built based on the chosen

ENMs of the KUENM approach. A model for the calibration

area was created to test if uncertain species registers embody

a model-suitable condition. In this step, we also tested if

Rhodnius zeledoni, possibly belonging to the same species as

R. domesticus (Galvão and Gurgel-Gonçalves, 2014), would fit

inside the species possible distribution. If models were able

to predict the registers, they would support the occurrence

in the area and possible synonyms between species. For this

model, every chosen ENM was transformed in binary using

their corresponding 10 percentile training presence thresholds

and was summed to create a final model indicating ENMs

congruence of prediction.

Binary models were also built for transfer scenarios to

explore suitability traits through time. The models were based

on the final average ENM and were transformed to binary by

average values of 10 percentile training presence thresholds of

the corresponding chosen models. The first model is the sum of

transferred binary models from current conditions to the LGM,

indicating the general suitability areas, given all-time scenarios.

The second model was built to explore the stability of current

scenario suitable areas. Using simple algebraic arguments in

raster calculation, we created a map that indicates the number

of consecutive scenarios suitable from LGM to the current time.

The code used in ArcMap for this part of the process is available

in Supplementary material 2.

Results

Rhodnius domesticus occurrence data

Our data revision found 34 R. domesticus records from

scientific literature, 48 were made available by SUCEN, and

44 different sites were found for the species in all records.

Records range from the species description of 1923 to 2017–

2019. However, many registers did not give any information on

time for the specimen collection or indicate the period when

the record was made. All records are from Brazil, occurring

in the three macro geopolitical regions that historically the

Atlantic Forest was mainly comprised, with few records out of

the biome delimitation (Figure 1B): South region, three sites for

species register in the states of Santa Catarina (SC) and two

in Paraná (PR); Southeast region, 25 in the state of São Paulo

(SP), one in Rio de Janeiro (RJ), two in Espírito Santo (ES),

and three in Minas Gerais (MG); and the northeast region,

four in Bahia (BA), three in Piaui (PI), and one in Maranhão

(MA). We present a table of all registers with the corresponding

geographical and time information in Supplementary material 3.

Four localities were chosen to be analyzed in our binary

model for the calibration area, given uncertainties raised in

our literature revision: Lassance (MG), a record previously

invalidated for the species (Lent, 1942); Presidente Dutra (BA)

and Pastos Bons (MA), records made in a large national

campaign of triatomine collection in Brazil (Silveira et al., 1984)

that diverge from the most common species distribution; and
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Ribeirópoles in the state of Sergipe (SE), the only record of R.

zeledoni that is probably a synonym of R. domesticus (Jurberg

et al., 2009; Galvão and Gurgel-Gonçalves, 2014).

Ecological Niche Models (ENMs)

The calibration area for R. domesticus ENMs presents a

total length of 41754 pixels comprising a large part of the

Atlantic Forest and some surrounding areas (Figures 1B–E).

Correlation analyses indicated values over |0.8| between 28 pairs

of the environmental variables (see Supplementary material 4).

There were 680 sets resulting from the combination of three

of the seventeen variables, and only 346 with respect to

the correlation threshold. In the spatial thinning process, all

duplicated occurrences were removed, and only a single register

from Florianopolis (SC) was excluded due to the cluster at a

10Km distance. Therefore, 43 different sites were used in the

ENM analyses.

In the first run of the model’s choice of parameters,

12,110 candidates were built from the combination of five

RMs, seven feature class combinations, and 346 variable sets.

Model performance evaluation indicates 11,491 models as

statistically significant, 9,584 meet the omission rate, and only

three meet AICc criteria (see Supplementary material 5). Three

models meet all criteria using 0.1 RMs and the following

additional parameters:

Model (A): QP feature classes; Mean Diurnal Range (bio 2),

Temperature Seasonality (bio 4), and Precipitation ofWettest

Month (bio 13) predictor variables.

Model (B): LQ feature classes; Mean Diurnal Range (bio 2),

Temperature Seasonality (bio 4), and Mean Temperature of

Driest Quarter (bio 9) predictor variables.

Model (C): LQP feature classes; Temperature Seasonality (bio

4), Temperature Annual Range (bio 7), and Precipitation of

Wettest Month (bio 13) predictor variables.

In the second run, 126 candidate models were built from

the combination of six RMs (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6), seven

feature class combinations, and the three variable sets previously

selected. Model performance evaluation indicates all models as

statistically significant, 109 meet the omission rate, and only five

meet AICc criteria (see Supplementary material 5). In addition

to the three previously chosen models, the A and B versions with

RMs of 0.3 and 0.2, respectively, meet all criteria. However, the

models with RMs of 0.1 present smaller AICc values; therefore,

the first run’s A, B, and C models were chosen to produce the

final model.

In an extended evaluation using a complete ROC curve with

different spatial partitions, the average models present test AUC

ranging from 0.815 to 0.883. The final average A, B, and C

model using all data points also indicates a high average AUC of

0.8717 (AUC values are presented in Supplementary material 6).

In the final average model, the higher suitability pixels are

found close to coastal areas, but large interior regions have

significant suitability (Figure 1C). Standard deviation models

indicate higher values in areas of medium to low suitability

(Figure 1D). For the calibration area, binary models show large

consensus in most presence regions, with some divergence in

northern areas. The four municipalities explored in this method

show that Pastos Bons and Ribeirópolis seem highly related to

presence prediction; Lassance was more uncertain; Presidente

Dutra appears to be outside the prediction area (Figure 1E; see

Supplementary material 2 for values of 10 percentile training

presence threshold).

In the final average ENMs transfer models, there were areas

of high suitability in a few zones of North America, some

regions of Central America, and the lowest latitudes present

in our study region (see Supplementary material 7). However,

those areas possess broader strict extrapolation zones and are

discontinuous with the prediction related to known occurrences

for the species. Therefore, we focused our discussion more on

the central regions of South America that continue to possess

suitable conditions for occurrence near known occurrence for

the species geocoordinate delimitation of 14 and−36 decimal

degrees of latitude and −82 and −32 of longitude (Figure 2).

The MOP analyses for the three models used in the final average

model possess significant visual consensus in strict extrapolation

of geographical distribution in all-time scenarios. Areas of strict

extrapolation tend to match areas with low suitability and

standard deviation values. This fact may indicate that model’s

divergence does not come from extrapolation of due conditions

not present in the model calibration area. Furthermore, MOP

similarity values between calibration and transfer scenarios seem

close (see Supplementary material 7). Transfer binary models of

general areas of suitability in space through time indicate large

regions of suitability in the study area (Figure 3A). However, the

models that explore a suitable stable area at the current time

indicate narrower distribution (Figure 3B).

Discussion

R. domesticus occurrence records

Our register’s revision indicates R. domesticus occurrence

records to be more time and spatially consistent in areas

close to SP and more coastal regions (Figure 1B and

Supplementary material 3). This happened partially due

to a large amount of data provided by SUCEN. Accessing

geographical species data from other states’ health surveillance

groups could improve information on occurrence. Registers

from southern and northern areas of the Atlantic Forest are

less common and are often making an active search for the

species in the regions important for sampling improvement.

Spatial data were lost since most registers were not originally
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FIGURE 2

Average Ecological Niche Model (ENM) and standard deviation models for Rhodnius domesticus transfers in di�erent spatial and temporal

scenarios: Current time; 0.3–4.2; 4.2–8.326; 8.326–11.7; 11.7–12.9; 12.9–14.7; 14.7–17.0; and 21 kyr [last glacial maximum (LGM)]; names

above the corresponding ENM in the left and standard deviation in right. Environmental suitability ranges from 0 to 1, standard deviation ranges

from 0 to 0.5, both represented by values increasing from colder to warmer colors. Values were normalized as maximum 1 and 0.5, respectively,

to allow models’ comparisons. The red polygon indicates the calibration area in the current time map. The black line indicates continental

delimitation for the current time. Strict extrapolation areas for Models (A–C) are indicated by di�erent patterns and overlapped on top of

corresponding average transfer ENMs. Regions outside this line emerge continental shelf for the period. The maps have been projected using

WGS 1984 datum and coordinate system and delimitated by a rectangle in latitudes 14 and −36 and longitudes −82 and −32.
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FIGURE 3

Models of binary consensus through time. Consensus values

range from 1 to 8 and are represented by light yellow to dark

(Continued)

FIGURE 3 (Continued)

brown. Models were based on the following time scenarios:

Current time; 0.3–4.2; 4.2–8.326; 8.326–11.7; 11.7–12.9;

12.9–14.7; 14.7–17.0; and 21 kyr [ast glacial maximum (LGM)].

The maps have been projected using WGS 1984 datum and

coordinate system, and delimitated by a rectangle in latitudes 14

and −36 and longitudes −82 and −32. The black line indicates

continental delimitation for the current time. (A) In the general

consensus model, the increasing values represent

correspondent suitability between the eight models over time.

(B) Modes of remaining stability for the current time scenario.

High values indicate consensus from older time scenarios, and

small values represent stability from earlier scenarios. Gray areas

indicate discontinued suitability from past to current scenarios.

georeferenced, and some occurrences were made in the same

administration spatial units. Only the records in Açucena

(Ferreira et al., 2014) and Santa Teresa (Corrêa-do-Nascimento

et al., 2021) had specific geographical representation within

geopolitical areas. The lack of original geographic coordinates

for the species or precise map representations increases spatial

bias in the knowledge of general occurrence and further

spatial distribution analyses. Therefore, we call attention to the

necessity of gathering and making available species coordinates

for future samples.

We highlight the fact that R. domesticus was registered

between 2017 and 2019 in Inhaúma, Itainópolis, and Picos, all

municipalities of Piauí (PI) (Mendes-Sousa et al., 2020). An

earlier extensive revision work of Chagas disease comprises

PI regions in the distribution of R. domesticus (Carcavallo

et al., 1999). However, searching through the book’s referenced

literature, we found no mention of the species in the geopolitical

area (Lent and Wygodzinsky, 1979; Silveira et al., 1984;

Carcavallo and Martínez, 1985; Espinola, 1985). Therefore,

the founding of R. domesticus in PI between 2017 and 2019

(Mendes-Sousa et al., 2020) could be the first time the species

has been adequately reported in the state.

Ecological Niche Models (ENMs)

Our final average ENM was based on three models with

different combinations of variables. bio 4 was always present, bio

2 and 13 were used in twomodels, and bio 7 and 9 appeared only

one time. Temperature seasonality (bio 4) has been indicated

as an important variable and Precipitation of Wettest Month

(bio 13) was indicated to have low importance in ENMs

for several unrelated Atlantic Forest triatomines in previous

studies, including Rhodnius brethesi, Rhodnius ecuadoriensis,

and Rhodnius prolixus (Eberhard et al., 2020). Despite bio 4

following the patterner, bio 13 shows relevance for ENMs, giving

the reason as to why it was chosen in two of our three models

for R. domesticus. The difference suggests that precipitation

plays a more significant role in ENMs for species with a
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related distribution to the Atlantic Forest. This is a preliminary

suggestion and a proper comparison must be done to test the

hypothesis and ecological reasoning must be explored.

Rhodnius domesticus is mainly a sylvatic species that is

found to be associated with bromeliads, palms, and marsupial

and rodent nests, occasionally invading human domiciles when

attracted by artificial light sources (Lent, 1942). Evolutionary

study indicates that Rhodniini tribe ancestor could be adapted

to invade this habitat, feeding on vertebrate inquilines and

possessing available water and thermal damping (de Paula

et al., 2021). R. domesticus may reattain the ancestor trait and

be dependent on the collected water in those microhabitats;

however, the reason why this could be related to the

Precipitation ofWettest Month indicated in a macro scale seems

unclear or absent.

It’s also important to note that model with no precipitation

variable was chosen, Model B containing the variables bio 2,

4, and 9, and each of these had low correlation with bio 13

(|r| < 0.27) (Supplementary material 4). This indicate that there

are explanatory variables capable to provide suitable models

for the species based only in temperature and with distinct

spatial variation. Causality between variables and the suitable

areas for the species are risky to be infer in those conditions,

especially given the lack of species information in sylvatic

habitats and therefore their ecological traits. However, as the

final model was based on the average of model with different set

of variables, the general spatial trends of suitability in areas with

low standard deviation values are robust and provide important

biogeographical information.

In the first step of our analysis, many statistically significant

candidate models with omission rates below the 20% threshold

were present. This fact indicates that probably other variable

combinations could create good models. The chosen models

were massively restricted by AICc criteria, which have already

been challenged as a fit format of evaluation for ENMs

(Velasco and González-Salazar, 2019). We believe that using

a more comprehensive range of models with different variable

combinations in the final average model could be an exciting

way to explore model uncertainty, especially in dealing with

collinearity shifts. However, due to a large number of suitable

candidate models, the computational time demanded would be

unfeasible in our study conditions, and using AICc criteria is a

more practical strategy.

Occurrence data available in the literature and our

calibration model show R. domesticus distribution to have a

high degree of relation to the Atlantic Forest (Figure 1). The

Parana dominion’s biogeographical regionalism area is divided

into six provinces (Morrone et al., 2022), and the Atlantic

Forest possesses close spatial distribution with most of them.

Our results indicate for the dominion a possible trend of

species presence in the close distribution of the Atlantic and

northern parts of Parana Forest provinces, more uncertainly in

Chapada and Southern Espinhaço provinces, and absence in

Araucaria Forest and Esteros del Ibera province. The results

also indicate distribution outside the biome delimitations, a

large disjunctive area in the northern interior regions of the

calibration model, takes place in the Cerrado biome (Figure 1).

The lack of continuous information on occurrences in this area

makes it hard to understand if R. domesticus maintain viably or

sink populations. Works on kissing bugs’ dispersion capability

would help debate this matter and provide better ways to define

ENMs calibration areas, building more robust ENMs (Barve

et al., 2011). However, we are aware of a few studies that help

clarify accessible geographical areas for kissing bugs (e.g., Hamer

et al., 2018), and it seems that we are far from understanding this

ecological trait.

Using our binary calibration model (Figure 1E) to

investigate the uncertain registers for R. domesticus, we found

consensus in positive and negative predictions for the records

made in the municipalities of Pastos Bons (MA) and Presidente

Dutra (BA), respectively. In Lassance (MG), the municipality

falls into the transition zone of suitability, indicating that species

could occur in the area or there are near geographically suitable

conditions for species to occasionally disperse from. The

model in consensus indicates that the suitable area embodies

Ribeirópoles (SE), type locality of the single harmed species

that described R. zeledoni (Jurberg et al., 2009; Galvão and

Gurgel-Gonçalves, 2014). Therefore, we trust the species to be

synonyms, but we agree with previous works that conclude that

taxonomical information is required (de Paula et al., 2021).

This study presents current spatial time transfer models

(Figure 2) that embody most of the coastal areas previously

indicated in ENMs built for Brazil (Galvão and Gurgel-

Gonçalves, 2014). However, the prediction for more interior

continental regions is closer to the binary model made available

for the species in the neotropics, indicating extensive suitability

in closer longitude of SPs’ occurrences (de Paula et al., 2021).

The main difference with the latter ENM is that ours indicates

a narrower general distribution and a new suitable region

in the interior northeast area of Brazil. The new area is

comprised inside the Cerrado delimitations, but nearer to

fragments of the Atlantic Forest in the northern parts of

the biome (Figure 1). As all previous ENMs were built using

Maxent, we assume differences in results would arise due

to different uses of variables, occurrence data, and/or ENMs

parameters. The previous models used a 2.5-min resolution

for the environmental variables and all the 19 most common

explanatory variables for ENMs. Our models were based on

a 5-min resolution and in the average of three models based

on different sets with three variables. However, de Paula et al.

(2021) binary models were similar to ours, indicating that scale

or environmental choice did not explain the difference between

the more coastal and further interior predictions. Previous

works do not indicate the use of calibration areas and use

less interior occurrence data than ours, especially Galvão and

Gurgel-Gonçalves (2014). The difference in background points
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and the presence in new environmental conditions may produce

models’ differences (e.g., VanDerWal et al., 2009).

When building transfer ENMs, we noticed that using

Chelsea’s environmental data set for the current time (Karger

et al., 2017) and the LGM (Karger et al., 2021) result in models

with less suitable areas for the species than the ones done with

data between 17 and 0.3 Kyr (Fordham et al., 2017; Brown et al.,

2018) (Figure 2). The Pleistocene environmental conditions had

significant transformations (Barnosky et al., 2012; Fordham

et al., 2017), and we wonder if the average value for thousands

of years could have created artificial environmental conditions

that may lead to larger suitable areas for R. domesticus. Using a

sparser time range, mean of decades or hundreds of years, would

be interesting for the analyses. However, the given conditions

of variables seem to allow the observation of general trends in

R. domesticus change of suitable area through time (Figure 2).

Building models using environmental data based on different

global circulation models (GCMs) and indicating their variation

would be another critical step, as previous ENMs works indicate

a significant difference in projections between GCMs for past

environmental scenarios (e.g., Varela et al., 2015).

For the transfer models into LGM, we observe a solid

relation to suitability in coastal and surrounding areas of the

Atlantic Ocean (Figure 2). Works on the distribution of the

Atlantic Forest in LGM propose that the biome decline into

refuges and our model prediction comprises some matching

suitability with the proposed stable areas for the biome

(Carnaval and Moritz, 2008; Carnaval et al., 2009). However,

the distribution of R. domesticus is broader and partially due

to extensively available conditions in emerged landmasses. Our

result is closer to the Atlantis Forest Hypothesis that indicates

Atlantic Forest expansion in LGM with suitable conditions

in areas of the continental shelf (Leite et al., 2016). Interior

suitable areas comprise regions of high elevation that tend to

have a low temperature, making us believe that the colder

conditions in LGMwould not be themain factor inR. domesticus

occurrence limitation. Standard deviation models for LGM

(Figure 2) indicate that southern areas possess a higher level of

uncertainty and standard deviation in general interior areas also

tends to be high, making the relation to resistance to colder

climate and occurrence in the area more uncertain. In more

coastal regions, including the continental shelf, there is less

variance between source models (Figure 2). Despite the strong

relation of the species with the Atlantic Forest, our models use

occurrences outside the biome delimitation, which could have

influenced the distribution in LGM.

In our transfer models from 21 kyr to current times, we

observe that the species gain large suitability as neotropical

left the LGM, gaining area in more northwestern interior

regions and generally being more related to southern areas

in their coastal distribution (Figure 2). Near Atlantic Forest

delimitations, the large expansion area that appears in LGM is

lost, restricting the species to the coastal region in the biome.

The precise environmental reason for the change in distribution

is not clear, but it is obvious that glaciation extreme conditions

had a particular pattern of species distribution, unlike any

other time scenario. From 17 kyr to the current times, the

general trend was the loss of suitability in northwestern interior

regions and gain in more northern areas of the coastal and

southwestern areas (Figure 2). Continental shelf distribution

relevance is seen until 11.7 kyr, highlighting the importance

of the land masses’ previous proposal for the Atlantic Forest

in LGM (Leite et al., 2016) to end of glaciation conditions.

The standard deviation values between 17 and 0.3 kyr indicate

some uncertainty of suitability in coastal areas, but are especially

high in the northern-/centermost regions of the continent,

in both areas with large and small suitability (Figure 2). This

fact indicates that suitability is present, but spatial distribution

is imprecise.

Paleoclimate analyses of Cerrado in LGM indicate as a

dry period of time (Vitorino et al., 2016; Bueno et al., 2017;

De Oliveira et al., 2019), and the absence in R. domesticus of

suitability in the biome would be coherent to the generally

suitable condition of the Atlantic Forest in current time that

species occur. However, the largely present suitability that starts

in 17 kyr would make us to expect areas of Cerrado to be quite

different than for current conditions. Despite the idea of Atlantic

Forest like Cerrado being unlikely, the end of glaciation, ∼17

to 11 kyr would tend to create a more humid environment

for the biome than LGM and with lower values of temperature

(Bueno et al., 2017). This cooler and more humid environment

may fit species’ macro environmental requirements and may

allow connections to the Amazon, even though the suitability

in the Atlantic Forest distribution tended to be more related to

coastal regions (Figure 2). As the temperature rises in Holocene

to current time, conditions related to the new environment may

lead the region toward less suitability for the species.

Relations between the Amazonian and the Atlantic Forest

biological groups seem complex and different, nevertheless three

primary biome connections have been proposed (Costa, 2003).

Our models indicate (Figure 2) the absence of connection in

LGM; a time-limited connection between areas related to the

northeast route through the Cerrado between 17 and 4.2 kyr;

and a more recent possible trend in reconnection through

areas related to the southeast–northwest route; the central

route connection did not seem to take part in R. domesticus

distribution history in the study time range. Ourmodels indicate

the importance of the same routes as theoretical models.

However, it does not occur in matching time scenarios (Ledo

and Colli, 2017). Works on precipitation in the Amazon for

the past 45 kyr indicate that the biome would be widely drier

in the periods, although the rainforest persists throughout this

time (Wang et al., 2017). Suitable conditions for species could

be related to warmer periods after LGM in each precipitation or

related variables could be closer to the current Atlantic Forest

conditions. As temperature and precipitation increase toward
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present time, suitability in the regions could disappear for the

species. The choice of the variable Precipitation of Wettest

Month (Bio 13) in two of our source models may support this

idea, indicating that high precipitation could be as much of

limited factor on R. domesticus occurrence as dry conditions.

LGM suitable areas for R. domesticus were remarkably

different to glaciation end, 17 to 11.7 kyr. It indicates that the

particular distribution of 21 kyr is related to extreme conditions

In all our ENMs, two variables were selected that were related

to temperature variation, bio 4, 2, or 7, and only one related

to mean values of temperature or precipitation, bio 9 or 13.

The discrepancy in response may be explained better by an

abrupt change in the temperature range rather than change in

mean values of temperature and precipitation. In Holocene, 11.7

to current time, is observed continuous loss of suitability in

northern interior regions and gain in coastal regions and interior

lower latitudes (Figure 2). The general trend of global warming

between our two most extreme scenarios, LGM and current

time, indicates that variables-related extreme temperature and

precipitation conditions would make the northern interior

region least suitable for species in scenarios related to extreme

climate conditions in the region.

The binary model of the general area of suitability in space

through time indicates large suitable areas in South America

(Figure 3A). However, many regions appear only in a few time

scenarios, and the extent of distribution could be an artifact

of overprediction due to centroid georeferenced of occurrences

data (Park and Davis, 2017; Cheng et al., 2021). Two areas with

a high consensus of suitability in time scenarios call attention

due to the extent and species’ known occurrence: The southern

distribution area in the coastal Atlantic region and the interior

northeast region (Figure 3A). We are most confident that those

were significant areas of R. domesticus distribution history in

the Pleistocene end to Anthropocene. The binary model of

stable areas in the current time indicates that those two regions

conserve suitability since time near the LGM (Figure 3B). That

would mean that given the current predicted suitable areas,

coastal regions were more stable in the south, and the continued

northern and interior regions were more recently colonized. For

the disjunct northeast region, R. domesticus populations may be

remnant for a larger distribution that appears after LGM and

decreases since 17 kyr (Figures 2, 3B).

The large area in northern South America comprises some

regions of the current Amazonian distribution with high-

time scenarios’ consensus (Figure 3A) that were not present in

the current distribution (Figure 3B). Evolutive studies on the

Rhodniini tribe indicate the R. domesticus speciation to be one

of the earliest divergence processes in the group phylogeny (de

Paula et al., 2021), an evolutive group thatmay have originated in

Amazon areas (Abad-Franch and Monteiro, 2007; Abad-Franch

et al., 2009). According to niche conservatism, species retain

ancestral ecological traits (Wiens and Graham, 2005). Accepting

this hypothesis, the large suitability in northern regions could be

an ecological inheritance from an Amazonian ancestral. Binary

models also show the same aspect in the northernmost area

of South America (Figure 3A), the region of distribution of

Rhodnius neivai (de Paula et al., 2021), which is proposed to be

the sister species of R. domesticus (Justi et al., 2016). A general

trend of past suitability in regions that today comprise Amazon

areas and sister species distribution could support the hypothesis

of the speciation in the region.

Biogeographical studies, using phylogeny, molecular clock,

and spatial analyses, propose the vicariant speciation of R.

domesticus and R. neivai around 10 to 7 million years ago by

the Acre System (Justi et al., 2016). A recent study on the

Rhodniini tribe found close results in the time of R. domesticus

speciation with the time range of the geological event (de Paula

et al., 2021). The system consists of a hydrological barrier

that divides South America horizontally through the east side

Andes to the Atlantic coast near the latitude of the northeast

area of the continent (Hoorn et al., 2010). In this scenario,

R. domesticus and R. neivai would speciate from southern and

northern populations, respectively (Justi et al., 2016). The time

gap between our models and the speciation does not allow us to

claim that the species occur near each other in times that succeed

the proposed vicariant event. However, we can demonstrate

that those geographical regions are suitable for R. domesticus

in several different environmental scenarios. The species could

have happened in matching conditions in those areas millions of

years ago without significant evolution in niche space.

Despite the noise created by the large area of suitable

conditions in the binary model (Figure 3A), the sequence of

ENMs transfer in time (Figure 2) indicates different suitability

scenarios for southern and northern interior areas. Suitability

on the continental shelf was also visually high to a large extent

(Figure 3). The absence of high consensus in time observed

in the binary model (Figure 3A) is due to the change in

distribution (Figure 3B) and the loss of land by being submerged

in the Atlantic Ocean. Our models indicate suitability in

other regions of the study area. However, the disjunctive

distribution of known occurrences and model uncertainty

(see Supplementary material 7) make us believe that other

strategies should be applied in the transfer for those regions in

posterior studies.

It is essential to bear in mind that areas environmentally

suitable for species may not represent their distribution; other

biotic features and species’ evolutive history could be important

elements in exploring their occurrence (Crisci, 2011; Wisz

et al., 2013). Areas with the presence of palm species for

example could be more suitable for Rhodnius species, despite

not necessarily being essential (Calderón and González, 2020).

Suitable conditions of occurrence can also be found all across

the globe for triatomines (Eberhard et al., 2020); however, they

are mainly restricted to the neotropics (Galvão et al., 2003).

As we also debate, variations and uncertainty are derived from

variables and algorithms that could not be accounted for in the
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models. This study, however, indicates novelty in R. domesticus

ENMs for current time scenarios, is the first ENMs study for

paleoclimate conditions from LGM to current time for kissing

bugs, explores the possible bias and next steps to improvemodels

for the species, and uses a new approach in indicating consensus

of transfer ENMs in time scenarios, to deal with important

theoretical biogeographic neotropical matters that, as we are

aware, had few explorations using insect groups.

For the next steps in R. domesticus biogeographical studies,

further sampling for species distribution must be made and

our models can help providing exploration sites to find species

and deal with spatial sampling bias. With improvement on

occurrence register for the species more robust analyses can

be produce using refine resolution and allowing more variables

in the ENMs. Those efforts could be especially important

for paleoclimate models, in which the use of few registers

and small number of variables makes ENMs less robust. The

patterns found in thousand years ago provide insights on species

evolutionary history, but possess limitations. With development

of further studies based on different biogeographical approach it

will be possible to better understand the different distribution of

Rhodnius species in different spatial and time scenarios and test

the hypothesis that were provide in this study.
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